To the Editor:

The February 24, 1981 letter to the editor entitled "Space For Blacks at MIT" carried allegations that need to be clarified. The authors clearly feel strongly about the thing they wrote. This is no doubt, based on their own experiences. The experiences of the Black Students' Union have been quite different, however.

The letter does not reflect the opinion of the BSU. We have encountered no problems in acquiring space in Kregg Auditorium, the Student Center, the Special Events Center or the Bush Room. Bob Holden in the DSA office, Jack Barry in the athletic department, and Dorothy Adler in the Alumni Center have all been more than helpful in scheduling BSU events.

We trust that the MIT community realizes that statements by individuals are not equivalent to official BSU statements.

There are problems that the BSU encounters in planning activities, but they are not the problems mentioned in "Space For Blacks At MIT." The problems lie in putting on activities economically feasible. Even now, the "two of three" requirement is arbitrarily enforced on some groups and not on others. The BSU does not wish to compromise the position of any of our fellow student activities. We do feel that the requirement is intrinsically unfair to many student activities. The BSU requests that this policy be modified by the Dean of Student Affairs Office.

Moon is on NomComm and knows system

(continued from page 4)

freshman in student government. Charles Moon has been on the Nominations Committee for two years therefore, he must know the committee system well. He is deeply involved with departmental programs and recently organized the annual election of the Political Science trip to Washington DC.

The Tech was right in judging the good intentions and ideas of Charles and Bob, but they ought to have surveyed the whole spectrum of the BSU. I ask them to try to respond in light of the facts.

Brigitta C. Brott '84

Charles Moon has been on the Nominations Committee for two years and presently works deeply involved with the committee system well. He is on NomComm and knows system.

You are most enthusiastically invited to consider your career opportunities with RIVERSIDE RESEARCH INSTITUTE during our Campus visit March 16, 1981.

Riverside Research Institute is a not-for-profit national scientific organization headquartered in New York City, and the results of our labor can be clearly recognized in a myriad of diverse technological research fields. Advanced defense systems...laser radar...infrared sensors...electro-optics...microwave power...electromagnetics...advanced radar design...experiment operations and planning...data collection & analysis...costing of sophisticated systems...simulation...ultrasounds.

If it's thought important enough for our nation, you can bet we're already thinking about it at the Institute...applications in space and under the sea to national defense and biomedicine...ballistic missile defense...fleet defense...threat characterization...medical diagnosis and therapy.

We offer competitive starting salaries and a comprehensive benefits package that includes liberal vacation, group medical/dental/life insurance as well as a flexible guaranteed contribution pension plan, tuition assistance, dependent tuition assistance, parking, proximity to Lincoln Center, a generous relocation allowance, and the opportunity to work in a challenging professional environment committed to technological innovation.

TO OBTAIN AN INTERVIEW

BRING YOUR RESUME TO ROOM 170, CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT OFFICE BUILDING 12 NOW THROUGH MARCH 15, 3PM

As Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

Riverside Research Institute

FEAR AND LOATHING IN ELECTRONICS

We are now developing new testers for the astonishingly complex chips of the future. Lower design for anticipated semiconductor technology poses system design problems more varied than today's largest computer systems. Apart from the obvious hardware challenges, these new testers require the development of a sophisticated software environment. This includes special purpose language processors, powerful interactive development tools and special operating system features.

If you'd like to work in an environment where effort and creativity are not policed, are rewarded then one of the following jobs might be for you:

Research and Development—Santa Clara

Computer Scientists (BS, MS, PhD.)

Analog and Digital Engineers

Sales and Marketing Support—Austin, Boston, Santa Clara

Analog and Digital Engineers

Computer Scientists

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: THURSDAY, MARCH 19

at the Career Planning and Placement Office.

Don't bother dressing up for the interview.

MEGATEST CORPORATION

2900 Patrick Henry Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95050

(408) 996-1700

Contact: Howard Marshall